Interior With Figure: The Life And Painting Of Charles McCall

by Mitzi McCall

Charles McCall - Artist, Fine Art Prices, Auction Records for Charles McCall. Charles McCall, ROI, NEAC (1907-1989) was a well-known painter mainly in oils of street scenes, interiors with figures, and portraits. He was the husband of Mitzi McCall, who wrote a number of books about her husband's work and their life together.


Catalog of Copyright Entries: Third series - Google Books Result View Charles McCall's artworks on artnet. Learn about the artist and find an in-depth biography, exhibitions, original artworks, the Interior with Figure, 1985. Interior With Figure: The Life And Painting Of Charles McCall Oxfam. Charles McCall (136 résultats) Figure in an interior, the great hall, 1948. INTERIOR WITH FIGURE: THE LIFE AND PAINTING OF CHARLES. Charles McCall was born in Edinburgh on 24 February 1907, the son of William. His wife Mitzi McCall wrote Interior with Figure: Life and Painting of Charles McCall.